citEU Consultancy LTD (registered in Guildford, United Kingdom) was founded in 2009 by owners and directors Tor Vorraa and Alberto Brignone.

Our core activity consists of offering consultancy services to private companies and public bodies in transportation modelling, traffic engineering, pedestrian modelling, and specialized training. We can perform analysis at different scales through our studies: from simple junctions to complex multimodal networks for the evaluation and analysis of benefits and impacts of alternative solutions and scenarios.

Software and technology solutions

In addition to offering consulting services, we are also distributors of software and technological solutions partnering with world renowned providers.

- We are a Bentley Systems International® channel partner, offering software CUBE for transportation modelling and LEGION for pedestrian modelling. These systems are used to build detailed “digital twins” for simulation and forecasting of traffic movement of people and freight, from the strategic to the microscopic scale
- We are TomTom International BV® resellers, offering our clients a wide range of TomTom products, from Multinet Networks to full access to TomTom’s Move3 portal for the analysis of historical traffic data. This includes average traffic conditions on a network, evaluation of the impact of construction sites and analysis of Origin-Destination matrices
- We are IntuVision® Video Analytics resellers. IntuVision offers a series of modules that allow analysis of how many vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycles pass through a street, occupancy of parking areas and movement of customers inside a shopping center. Furthermore, it can be used for person detection and tracking and even recognize people’s faces e.g. when accessing a building.

Why us?

- We give you versatility offering a service not only characterized by high technical standards but also tailored to the needs of each customer,
- We combine rigorous technical preparation with speed of execution and adaptability to the different customer issues,
- We promise our clients a quick and decisive response to their problems,
- We guarantee access to a team of experts in transport modelling, offering a wide range of modelling and simulation skills.